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1 Introduction
1.1 Definitions
1.1.1 Anonymity
Anonymity (of an entity) refers to the property of that entity of not being identifiable within a set –the so-called ‘anonymity set’– of similar entities.
Typically anonymity is an all-or-nothing property, e.g. one can’t be just a little
bit anonymous. In order to be able to differentiate between different anonymization
systems and the strength of their anonymity guarantees several measures can be
applied. The most common is the anonymity set size (first used in [Chaum, 1988]):
If there are two system with four users each, and the first system has an anonymity
set of size four and the second system has two anonymity sets of size two each,
then obviously the first system is to be preferred.
On a side note: For law enforcement purposes in constitutional states it’s sufficient for the anonymity set size to be greater than or equal to 2 (of course including
possible circumstantial reductions of the set size, e.g. the remaining members must
not have alibis). For different purposes the anonymity set size might not be the
best metric.
Consider again a system with four users and an anonymity set of size four, with
respect to committing a particular action. If one of the members committed the
action with probability 0.91 and the other three members with probability 0.03
each, then it’s clearly not a particular good system. Under certain circumstances
and regimes this probability distribution might be enough to lead to serious consequences for that particular member with the high probability.
This leads to a different –information theoretic– anonymity metric as given
in [Serjantov and Danezis, 2002], the effective size of the anonymity probability
distribution S is defined to be the entropy of that distribution. From its definition
it’s clear to see that 0 ≤ S ≤ log2 |Ψ| (where Ψ is the anonymity set). A value of
S = 0 means that the system offers no anonymity and a particular user is clearly
identified. A value of S = log2 |Ψ| is the maximum value and means perfect,
equally distributed anonymity for all users.
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2 Reputation Systems
Reputation systems are usually collaborative systems where users rate each other,
for example based on their contributions. These ratings are then somehow integrated to assign each user one or more ‘reputation’ values, based on that user’s
conduct in the past. The reputation value can be useful as a predictor either for
that user’s likely future conduct, or for contributions by that user which have not
yet been rated.
The addition of reputation systems can introduce accountability into peer-topeer systems and thus help to discourage misbehaviour and/or encourage good
behaviour.

2.1 Eigentrust
The Eigentrust reputation system has been described by Sepandar D. Kamvar,
Mario T. Schlosser and Hector Garcia-Molina in their 2003 paper “The EigenTrust
algorithm for Reputation Management in P2P Networks” ([Kamvar et al., 2003]).
The main idea behind Eigentrust is the notion of transitive trust: If peer X
trusts peer Y and peer Y trusts peer Z then peer X most likely also trusts peer
Z at least to some extent. This is modeled on the observation that real-life trust
relationships are usually transitive, though with reduced strength as the number
of intermediaries grows. It is worth noting that relationships other than trust relationships are not generally transitive, so the Eigentrust model will not be perfectly
suited for some reputation systems (depending on which types of relationships
these systems assign ratings to).
The Eigentrust algorithm starts with each peer i computing local trust values
sij for all peers j that it has ratings for. The original formula for the calculation
of these trust values is
sij = sat(i, j) − unsat(i, j)
where sat(i, j) and unsat(i, j) give the number of satisfying and unsatisfying transactions that peer i had with peer j, respectively. These values are then normalized
to a maximum of 1 and cropped to be greater than or equal 0:
max(sij , 0)
cij = P
j max(sij , 0)
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→
−
→
Define matrix C =: [cij ] and the vectors t i as the values tik and −
c i as the values
→
−
→
−
→
T−
cij then t i can be calculated as t i = C c i and is a trust vector for all peers
based on peer i’s trust and the weighed transitive trust of all of peer i’s direct
acquaintances.
When this is iterated even further as
−n
→
→
t i = (C T )n −
ci
→
−
→
for a large n it will eventually converge to some value t = (C T )n −
c i which is the
global trust value for the trust network. For specific reasons this will even converge
→
−
→
to the same trust vector t independent of which trust vector −
c i was originally
started with, namely the left principal Eigenvector of the matrix C. (Hence the
name Eigentrust.)
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3 ARM4FS
3.1 System Components
The ARM4FS system consists of several system components: the Storage Provider
and the Anonymous Reputation Provider which in turn consists of the Anonymization Layer and the Reputation System.

3.1.1 Storage Provider
The Storage Provider is responsible for the actual storage of the files in the system.
Several standard mechanisms exist for this purpose and the actual storage method
is not really important. In the following an HTTP based implementation will
be used, where a standard HTTP file server provides storage for the files and
associated meta-information.

3.1.2 Anonymous Reputation Provider
The Anonymous Reputation Provider is the composite system that keeps track of –
and performs calculations on– the user’s reputation information. It is comprised of
two subsystems, in order to facilitate easy replacement of the reputation function
being used.
Anonymization Layer
The Anonymization Layer is the part of the Anonymous Reputation Provider
that is communicating with the outside world. Its purpose is to safeguard the
anonymity of its users by restricting its output information. The Anonymization
Layer also handles all user management tasks.
Reputation System
The Reputation System is the sub-component that is actually responsible for the
calculation of the reputation values. It pseudonymized feedback values from the
Anonymization Layer sub-component and then answers queries for reputation values that are mediated by the Anonymization Layer.
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Client
The Client is what the users actually use. With it the users can upload/download/list files to/from/on the Storage Provider, query reputation values and send
feedback.

3.2 Data Structures and Procedures
3.2.1 Data Structures
In order to keep track of participant and resource information the system needs to
manage a few data structures which will be described in the following subsection.
ObjectKey An ObjectKey is a public identifier that uniquely identifies a resource
through an embedded hash representation of that resource (or a description
thereof). For obvious reasons the hash must have been generated with a
cryptographically strong hashing algorithm, such as SHA-1.
The ARM4FS system uses the general form of an URI for its ObjectKeys
and for the example of ARM4FS a SHA-1 hash will be appended as a query
string like so: http://sp /get?h=hash .
UserId A UserId identifies a user of the system through his or her asymmetric
public/private key pair and is generally not public. The private key will
always be kept private at the user’s client while the ‘public’ key will only be
used in a secure session to the Anonymization Layer and not be available to
the general public.
The term ‘UserId’ generally refers to the asymmetric key pair, even though
the server will of course only possess the public key part.
UserPseudonym A UserPseudonym is a randomly generated identifier that serves
as a pseudonym for the user’s identity when it is bound to a resource through
an AuthorTag. A new UserPseudonym is generated for each user/resource
combination (aka AuthorTag), and it is important that different UserPseudonyms
of the same user can not be correlated to each other. Therefore they must
actually be generated through a cryptographically strong random number
generator–and not for example by salting and encrypting the UserId.
Basically the UserPseudonym acts as a key for easier database access. It also
means that the Anonymous Reputation Provider does not have to store all
the ObjectKeys for each user.
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AuthorTag An AuthorTag establishes authorship for a specific user on a resource
and is a (public) signed (by the Anonymous Reputation Provider) tuple
consisting of a UserPseudonym and an ObjectKey. A new UserPseudonym
is generated each time a new AuthorTag is created, and then internally (to
the Anonymization Layer) associated with the UserId.
AuthorTags are represented as empty XML elements of name AuthorTag
with three attributes: UserPseudonym, ObjectKey and signature. The
signature is a standard PKCS#1 padded RSA SHA-1 signature over the
string ObjectKey ?UserPseudonym .

3.3 Protocols
3.3.1 Client to Storage Provider
The client and the Storage Provider converse through a standard, REST-like,
HTTP-based protocol.
Uploading Files
In order to upload a file the client issues an HTTP PUT request to http://sp /put
and transmits the file that is to be uploaded. The Storage Provider then answers
with an HTTP 201 Created status code and a Location header. This Location
header indicated the new URI under which the file later will be accessible. This
URI also is the ObjectKey of that file.
It is expected that the file can not be retrieved until a user has established
authorship on it, and that unowned files will be deleted after some time.
Establishing Authorship
After retrieving an AuthorTag for the new file from the Anonymous Reputation
Provider the client will issue an HTTP POST request to http://sp /storePermanent
and submit the ObjectKey and AuthorTag to the Storage Provider (in the body of
the POST request, with a Content-Type of application/x-www-form-urlencoded).
The Storage Provider then takes the necessary steps to permanently store the
file and notes the AuthorTag in its meta-data for that file, to be delivered in all
file listings containing that file.
Listing Available Files
In order to retrieve a list of available files the client issues an HTTP GET request
to http://sp /xml index which will yield an XML formatted listing of the files
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on that Storage Provider.
The document element is of name files with no attributes. This contains
several file elements (no attributes) which each in turn have several child elements
whose contents describe properties of the file they pertain to:
time A float containing the upload time as seconds (with fraction) since epoch
(January 1st, 1970).
name A server generated name to describe the file. For example this might be
generated from MP3 ID3 tags.
hash A SHA-1 hash of the contents of that file.
type The mime-type of that file, guessed by the server through the standard file(1)
command.
size The size of that file.
ObjectKey The ObjectKey of that file, also serves as the URI to retrieve the file.
AuthorTag The AuthorTag of that file, as generated by the Anonymous Reputation Provider. Differing from the other child elements in that it is an empty
element where all the data is in the attributes (see above).

3.3.2 Client to Anonymous Reputation Provider
All communications between the client and the Anonymous Reputation Provider
takes place within the context of a ‘session’. Each session is an authenticated
and encrypted channel, using SSL/TLS. This provides for end-to-end encryption
between both parties and also authenticates the Anonymization Layer component
through its server certificate.
For the authentication of the client there were two choices: the use of SSL client
certificates, or some custom mechanism. The SSL client certificate mechanism
would have had the advantages of being relatively well tested and having multiple
interoperable implementations. However, there would have been the disadvantages
of added complexity, and the impossibility of implementation in J2ME. Since a
goal was implementing the protocol on a mobile phone in Java, and therefore with
the heavily restricted J2ME subset of the Java features, SSL client certificates were
out of the question because a J2ME midlet has no way of accessing the phone’s
client certificate store which the phone uses to establish SSL connections.
Instead a simple, home-brewn challenge-response mechanism was chosen. After
establishing the encrypted channel and authenticating the Anonymous Reputation
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Provider, the client can request a challenge from the ARP and then send back a
signature over the challenge to authenticate itself, thereby logging in.
A session thus is always in one of three states: unauthenticated, authenticationin-progress and authenticated. In the unauthenticated state only a few commands
are allowed (e.g. those commands to start the authentication process). The
authentication-in-progress state is entered by requesting authentication and exited through successful authentication (or abortion of the session in the case of
unsuccessful authentication). In the authenticated state, finally, all regular commands are available.
The protocol inside the encrypted session is a simple line-based request-response
protocol. All commands and all answers are sent on one line each and end with a
new-line character. Each command is answered with exactly one response (except
if the channel is closed, abnormally). Only the client can send commands and
therefore only the Anonymous Reputation Provider can send responses.
Each command is a line with at least one word (without any whitespace) specifying the command to be executed. The command may optionally be followed by
a list of arguments, separated by exactly one whitespace each. Neither command
nor response may contain any line-break characters except for those that signal
the end of the command or response.
Each response starts with a smiley face that indicates success or failure of the
command. A ‘successful’ response starts with a happy smiley (“:-)”, that is: the
three characters colon, hypen-minus and right parenthesis) and an ‘unsuccessful’
response starts with an unhappy smiley (“:-(”, the three characters colon, hypenminus and left parenthesis). The unhappy smiley on an unsuccessful response is
then followed by a space, a three-digit error code and an optional human readable
error message.
The arguments of some of the commands and some of the responses inherently
are binary in nature (and thus not safe for a protocol relying on whitespace and
line breaks). These are defined to be transmitted using BASE64 encoding. The
affected arguments or responses are: The challenge, the response and the public
key of the client. Inside of the BASE64 encoding the public key is represented in
ASN.1 DER encoding.
The remaining arguments or responses need no special attention: reputation
and feedback information are string representation of numbers, the ObjectKey is
an URL and may thus not contain most special characters (including whitespace)
and the XML representation of the AuthorTag can be created without newlines.
Authentication The Anonymous Reputation Provider is authenticated through
the use of an SSL server certificate, as mentioned above. In order to use this type
of authentication the client must know the server certificate in advance, or at least
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the server’s public key, or the server certificate must be signed by a trusted CA.
This is a common requirement for services using SSL and of no further significance.
The client is authenticated through its UserId –which is a public/private key
pair, as detailed above– by virtue of a simple challenge-response protocol. The
server generates a random challenge that is sent to the client and the client responds with a signature for that challenge. The signature scheme is standard
PKCS#1 SHA-1 RSA.
In order to guarantee correct authentication the commands in the authentication
process must be executed exactly as specified and no deviation is allowed. No
other command may be sent after sending the login or create commands and
before sending the authenticate command. Any violation of the protocol results
in immediate abnormal termination of the session. (The session also terminates
when a certain time has passed after the login or create commands with no
authenticate command received.)
User Management As has already been said each user is solely identified by
a public/private key pair called the UserId. This key pair is generated by the
client and the private part is never disclosed to an external entity. In order to
register to an Anonymous Reputation Provider the client sends a create command
with the public key as argument and is then given a challenge in the response.
The client then must prove its knowledge of the private key by computing the
right response and sending it in an authenticate command. When this protocol
is followed successfully, the Anonymous Reputation Provider takes all necessary
steps to create the new user in its internal database(s) and the session is in the
authenticated state.
Logging in to the Anonymous Reputation Provider works in a similar way, but
with the login command instead of authenticate (and no new user entry needs
to be created at the server).
Commands and Responses
This section details the commands and responses that are exchanged in the encrypted session between the client and the anonymous reputation provider which
is acting as the server. For each command a short synopsis of the command and
response format is given, followed by an explanation of the arguments, the state(s)
that this command is allowed in, a description of the command and its semantics
and a list of the possible positive or negative responses.
authenticate
Synopsis authenticate response value
→ welcome message
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Arguments response value The response to the challenge, e.g. the challenge signed with the client’s private key.
State authentication-in-progress only
New State authenticated
Description This command completes the authentication procedure. It must
be sent immediately after receiving the response to the login or create
command. The response value parameter must be a BASE64 encoded representation of a PKCS#1 padded SHA-1 RSA signature over
the challenge that has been received as the response of the preceding
login or create command in a BASE64 encoded form. (Note that the
challenge is to be signed, and not the BASE64 encoded representation
of the challenge.)
Response
pos. welcome message An optional server welcome message. This
may be empty.
neg. None. In case of any error or protocol violation the session will
be terminated.
create
Synopsis create pubkey
→ challenge
Arguments pubkey The client’s public key, e.g. the public key part of the
UserId. The key must be given as a BASE64 encoded DER encoded
RSA key.
State unauthenticated only
New State authentication-in-progress
Description This command initiates the authentication procedure for a new
user. The server will respond with a challenge that the client must sign
and then respond with an authenticate command.
Response
pos. challenge The challenge, which is a BASE64 encoded, opaque,
random string.
neg. None. In case of any error or protocol violation the session will
be terminated.
login
Synopsis login pubkey
→ challenge
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Arguments pubkey The client’s public key, e.g. the public key part of the
UserId. The key must be given as a BASE64 encoded DER encoded
RSA key.
State unauthenticated only
New State authentication-in-progress
Description This command initiates the authentication procedure for an
already existing user.. The server will respond with a challenge that the
client must sign and then respond with an authenticate command. If
the authenticate command is performed successfully then the server
will have created the new user account and it can be used with the
login command in the future.
Response
pos. challenge The challenge, which is a BASE64 encoded, opaque,
random string.
neg. None. In case of any error or protocol violation the session will
be terminated.
createAuthorTag
Synopsis createAuthorTag ObjectKey
→ AuthorTag
Arguments ObjectKey The ObjectKey that the server should create an an
AuthorTag for.
State authenticated only
Description This command asks the server to create an AuthorTag for a
given ObjectKey. The returned AuthorTag is represented as an XML
snippet in the form that was defined in 3.2.1.
Response
pos. AuthorTag The AuthorTag that has been created.
neg. 409 There already is an AuthorTag associated with this ObjectKey but for another user.
getReputation
Synopsis getReputation AuthorTagOrTags
→ reputations
Arguments AuthorTagOrTags The AuthorTag that the reputation should
be retrieved for. May also be a concatenation of multiple AuthorTags in order to reduce the number of round-trips necessary
for the retrieval of a large number of reputation values.
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State authenticated only
Description This command lets the server retrieve the reputation values
that are associated with a list of AuthorTags.
Response
pos. reputations The reputation values as a list of string representations of floating point numbers, separated by spaces.
neg. 403 The AuthorTag was not created by this anonymous reputation provider.
404 The AuthorTag is not assigned to a reputation value on this
anonymous reputation provider.
Important note: If multiple reputation values were requested and any
of the queries fails then a negative response will be returned and it is
not possible to tell which of the queries failed.
submitFeedback
Synopsis submitFeedback AuthorTag feedback
→∅
Arguments AuthorTag The AuthorTag of the resource that feedback is
given on.
feedback The feedback that is being given, as a string representation
of an integer of either +1 or -1.
State authenticated only
Description This command submits user feedback on a particular resource
to the server.
Response
pos. None.
neg. 403 The AuthorTag was not created by this anonymous reputation provider.
404 The AuthorTag is not assigned to a reputation value on this
anonymous reputation provider.

3.3.3 Anonymization Layer to Reputation System
As the Anonymous Reputation Provider consists of two parts –the Anonymization
Layer and the Reputation System– there is a need for these to parts to communicate. Once again this is done through a simple line-based text protocol over TCP.
This time encryption is not necessary, because this is internal communication on
the local host.
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This approach offers great flexibility and makes it possible to code the Anonymization Layer and the Reputation System in two different programming languages. It
also decouples the Reputation System so that it is possible to replace the Reputation System with a different one.
For this protocol the Reputation System acts as a TCP server on port 4444 on
localhost. All commands are sent by the Anonymization Layer, and all responses
are sent by the Reputation System. Commands and responses are one line each,
ending with a single newline character.
newuser n Indicates that a new user with index n has been added. There is no
response from the Reputation System.
feedback n m x Indicates that user n sent a feedback regarding user m with
value x . There is no response.
kcabdeef n m x Indicates the revocation of a previous feedback command. No
response.
query n m Queries the Reputation System for the reputation of user m as seen
from user n ’s perspective. Response:
y The reputation value of m from the perspective of n .
age a This command is used to create ageing in the reputation data by multiplying all previous feedback values with a , thereby creating a moving average.
No response
n This command is used by the Anonymization Layer to query the current N , e.g.
the n from the last newuser command that was seen by the Reputation System. This is needed by the Anonymization Layer after startup to determine
the value that should be sent in the next newuser command. Response:
n The N .
 In this protocol n and m are string representations of integers from the set
1, .. . , N (where N is the last n sent in a newuser command), x is from the
set −1, +1 and a and y are string representations of real numbers (using the
C language format string g or G).
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4 Challenges
4.1 Sybil Attack
A Sybil Attack, first described by John Douceur in [Douceur, 2002], is a common
attack pattern on peer to peer systems, and especially against their reputation
systems. The attacker creates multiple accounts or identities that are all under
his control. He can then gain advantages over other users of the system by using
this network of entities, e.g. to give particularly high ratings to the attacker’s
contributions. This can generally not be prevented without a central authority
that guarantees that distinct accounts are being held by distinct entities.
In the context of ARM4FS this need can be catered to with the inclusion of an
Identity Provider into the process. The Anonymous Reputation Provider would
then be modified to require either an authenticated guaranteed unique identification –which might be problematic because this would likely involve personal
details of the user– or at least some external proof that the user in question does
not already have an account with the ARP.

4.2 Side Channels
Side channel attacks are an attack class that can compromise the anonymity offered
by the system, through the analysis of meta data and other obvious and nonobvious. This includes for example the author information from office documents,
encoder comments from music files or user information from tar archives. As a
counter-measure these can be filtered out automatically at least some of the time.
The user must of course take care not to release documents that lead directly to
their identity, e.g. printed on letterhead.
A twist on this attack type are linking attacks where different documents from
the same contributor –where at least one was released with identifying information,
willful or not– are being linked together to the same author to reveal the source
of one of them to be the source of all of them. These have been take care of in the
implementation by not giving out the author’s ID explicitly and obscuring implicit
hints at which documents might have been submitted by the same user. The latter
is achieved by quantizing the returned reputation values to e.g. one of six possible
values, thereby creating six anonymity sets.
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